Patients that undergo the arterial switch operation (ASO) to repair transposition of great arteries (TGA) can develop abnormal pulmonary trunk morphology with significant longterm complications. In this study, cardiovascular magnetic resonance was combined with computational fluid dynamics to investigate the impact of the post-operative layout on the pulmonary flow patterns. Three ASO patients were analyzed and compared to a normal control. Results showed the presence of anomalous shear layer instabilities, vortical and helical structures, and turbulent-like states in all patients, particularly as a consequence of the unnatural curvature of the pulmonary bifurcation. Streamlined, mostly laminar flow was instead found in the healthy subject. These findings shed light on the correlation between the post-ASO anatomy and the presence of altered flow features, and may be useful to improve surgical planning as well as the long-term care of TGA patients.
Introduction
Dextro-transposition of great arteries (d-TGA) is a cyanotic defect accounting for 5% to 7% of all congenital heart disease (CHD) [1] . In d-TGA, the aorta and the pulmonary artery are connected to the right and left ventricle respectively, leading to a potentially fatal decoupling of systemic and pulmonary circulations, particularly in case of intact atrial septum [2] . A corrective surgery is typically performed within 3-5 days from birth, and consists of the arterial switch operation (ASO) developed by Jatene et al. [3] in the mid70s, which has now replaced the atrial switch procedure pioneered by Senning [4] and Mustard [5] . The ASO involves translocating the aorta and the pulmonary artery and re-implanting the coronary arteries into the neo-aorta [6] . As a consequence of the so-called Lecompte maneuver, the pul-monary trunk is moved anterior to the aorta, with the pulmonary branches embracing the ascending aorta (AAo), in contrast with the physiological spiral arrangement [7] . The pre-and post-ASO layouts of the great arteries, as compared to a healthy case, are shown in Fig. 1 by reconstructed three-dimensional models (see also Supplemental Video 1). The ASO with Lecompte maneuver can be considered a successful technique with a current rate of survival of 97% at 25 years [8] . However, several mid-and long-term sequelae have been reported (e.g., aortic regurgitation, pulmonary stenosis, limited aerobic capacity on exercise), requiring lifelong care of TGA patients and a relatively high rate of reintervention [9] .
Some of the post-ASO complications are intimately related to the non-physiologic position of the great vessels after surgery. Being a low-pressure, highly-distensible system, the pulmonary arteries are particularly affected by this exceptional biomechanical environment, and their post-operative morphology can be profoundly different from the native anatomy. Pulmonary stenosis of various type and degree has been documented to appear in up to 60% of the cases [8] , supposedly due to the stretched course of the pulmonary branches around the AAo [10, 11] . The pulmonary trunk (PT) has been reported to be oval-shaped and flattened as a consequnce of being compressed between the AAo and the sternum [12, 13, 14] . An abnormal bending of the pulmonary arteries has been observed and described as the "narrowing of the pulmonary arch window" [15] . These geometrical differences are summarized in Fig. 2 by direct comparison between post-ASO and healthy three-dimensional models.
An important consequence of the abnormal pulmonary morphology is the distortion of blood flow patterns. Previous studies have shown a strong correlation between the post-ASO anatomy and the presence of altered flow features [16, 17, 18] . In a pioneering computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, Tang et al. [19] demonstrated that the hemodynamic efficiency of the pulmonary arteries after ASO is generally reduced with respect to the normal anatomy. More recently, Geiger et al. [13] used 4D flow magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to analyze post-operative hemodynamics in pediatric patients, as compared with healthy controls. They found increased vortical and helical patterns in the pulmonary arteries of TGA patients, and increased systolic flow velocities due to reduced vascular lumina. Abnormal vortex formation was also found by Rickers et al. [20] in a 4D flow investigation comparing the Lecompte maneuver to the spiral anamastosis, an alternative surgical procedure aiming to restore the spiral relationship of the great vessels. Despite the growing interest of the scientific community, there is still lack of knowledge regarding the onset mechanism and unsteady dynamics of the mentioned flow patterns, and their association to specific shape features of the post-ASO morphology is yet to be fully understood. Computational modeling is very appealing in this regard, as it can provide a wealth of information currently not obtainable with any other method [21] .
In this work, a MRI-driven, time-and space-resolved CFD analysis was conducted on three post-ASO pulmonary geometries and on one representative healthy control, with the aim of obtaining detailed information about the impact of the altered morphology on three-dimensional flow patterns. The results displayed complex flow features in all patients, in contrast with the streamlined velocity field found in the control case. A close inspection of the flowfields allowed to identify important geometric characteristics that are primarily responsible for the observed changes in flow physics. A thorough characterization of blood flow dynamics is supposed to have important clinical significance in terms of vascular remodeling, onset of atherosclerosis and right ventricle afterload [21] . With the oldest post-ASO patients being only in young adulthood, long-term consequences of the repair are not yet fully appreciated; these findings could thus be of help to inform lifelong care of such patients and suggest alternative surgical procedures.
Methodologies

Subjects dataset
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging datasets of three patients with TGA status post ASO with branch pulmonary artery stenosis referred for cardiac catheterization were identified for this study. Catheterization and CMR data were obtained from the same sedation. The three subjects were a 23 month old with right pulmonary artery stenosis, a 7 year old with main pulmonary artery stenosis and a 12 year old with right pulmonary artery stenosis. For normal controls, volunteer CMR datasets were identified. In the volunteer studies, non-contrast enhanced, respiratory-gated sequences were used to obtain 3D datasets of the pulmonary arteries. One normal control subject, a 5 year old female with no significant past medical history or peripheral branch pulmonary stenosis was eventually identified and selected.
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained for this study; all retrospective data was anonymized and a waiver of consent was obtained. Retrospectively-gated, through plane phase-encoded velocity mapping was performed using standard sequences, reconstructed to 30 phases per cardiac cycle with velocity encoding threshold set between 200 cm/s to 350 cm/s, depending on the peak velocity of accelerated blood flow as a result of branch stenosis. Time-averaged flow rates in the MPA, LPA and RPA were derived from the phase velocity data and the pulmonary flow split was determined. Review of phase velocity mapping demonstrated consistency in conservation of flow rates (the differences between RPA + LPA flow rate deviated from MPA flow rate by less than 10%). We should note there were slightly abnormal flow split differences between the LPA and RPA for the ASO patients -56:44 in patient 1, 58:42 in patient 2 and 62:38 in patient 3. Normal controls are expected to be around 45:55 [22] . The subjects' demographic information and main geometric and hemodynamic parameters are summarized in Table 1 . receives deoxygenated blood (blue) and pumps it back to the body via the ascending aorta (AAo), while the left ventricle (LV) continuously exchanges oxygen-rich blood (red) with the pulmonary circulation. After ASO (c), the coupling is restored although the pulmonary trunk (PT) wraps around the ascending aorta, leading to significant changes in morphology as compared to the physiological spiral anatomy (a). Table 1 : Demographic and hemodynamic information of the subjects. A is the vessel area in cm 2 , Q is the flow rate in mL/s, the subscripts indicate the vessel, the superscript peak refers to peak systole, avg to the average over the cardiac cycle. The age is in years.
Image Processing and 3D Model Construction
For each dataset, the MR angiogram was used as a roadmap to build a 3D digital model of the pulmonary arteries via segmentation using image processing software (Mimics, Materialise, Belgium). Both automatic thresholding and manual methods were used to identify the blood pool of the pulmonary artery in each slice of the MR angiogram, allowing for creation of a 3D digital pulmonary artery model. The 3D model was then exported using the stereolithography (STL) file format. This STL file was further edited and smoothed with 3D editing software (3-matic, Materialise, Belgium). Specific cut planes along the pulmonary architecture were made the defined anatomic inlets (main pulmonary artery) and anatomic outlets (right pulmonary artery and left pulmonary artery). To allow for flow curves to fully develop across the pulmonary architecture, the outlets were defined as distally as possible and thus cut across secondorder branching. As a result, seven to eight outlets were defined for each model. An example of the overall segmentation and 3D modeling process is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a-c) , while Fig. 3(d) reports front, lateral and top views of the four models analyzed in this study, clearly showing the morphological differences between the post-ASO geometries and the healthy case.
Computational setup
The subject-specific models were meshed using the simVascular open-source software [23] . All computations were started on a relatively coarse isotropic grid, which was successively refined until grid convergence of the time-averaged velocity field in selected points of the domain was achieved within 2%. The converged grid had approximately 35 points along the MPA diameter and a maximum element size of about 450 µm. The grid was further refined near the wall with a boundary layer mesh consisting of three elements normal to the outer surface, the smallest having a size of 200 µm. On average, the models had 3 million tetrahedral elements. An exemplary mesh (Patient 1) is shown in Fig. 3(e) .
The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow were then solved for each discretized model, with proper boundary conditions, by means of the svSolver open-source package, which has been widely validated for cardiovascular simulations [24, 25] . This flow solver employs a robust stabilized finite-element method [26] with backflow stabilization [27] , and has been already applied in computational studies involving pulmonary arteries as well as pulmonary stenosis [28, 29] . Blood was modeled as a Newtonian fluid with a density of 1050 kg/m 3 and a viscosity of 0.035 Poise. The latter value was selected based on patients' hematocrit and well-established correlations. All the relevant scales of motion were solved and thus no turbulence model was employed.
Boundary conditions were obtained from the in-vivo phase-contrast datasets. The volumetric flow data was mapped onto the inlet face of the MPA as a discrete function of space and time. The flow data were available for a total of 30 points per cardiac cycle; the time-function was then discretely approximated by 10 Fourier harmonics to ensure periodicity and smooth the data sample. The resulting flow waveform was spatially distributed at each time step using a plug flow profile, in accordance with phase-contrast data and literature experimental results [30] . The flow rate waveforms employed for the models are reported in Fig. 3(f) . At the outlets, the pressure was imposed by means of a resistive boundary condition [31] , and the values of the outlet resistances were computed as follows: i) the total resistances of the entire left and right branches were estimated (or computed from cath data, if available), and distributed to the branch vessels as to be inversely proportional to their cross-sectional area; ii) a simulation was then run and the LPA/RPA flow split was checked against MRI results; iii) if necessary, the outlet resistances were adjusted and the process was iterated until the flow split was captured within a 5% accuracy. The entire process of choosing the outlet resistances typically converged in 2-3 iterations. The walls of the vessels were assumed to be rigid and a no-slip condition was applied.
The simulations were run for several cardiac cycles, using a constant time-step size equal to 1 × 10 −4 s and up to 5 nonlinear iterations per time step. The time-step size was estimated on the basis of a CFL-like condition, by computing the maximum expected velocity in the domain and the size of the smallest grid element. Simulation of one cardiac cycle took on average 8 hours when run in parallel on 16 processors at a high-end workstation.
Results
Comparisons to clinical data
Computational results were compared to available clinical data for validation purposes. The clinical dataset included both cardiac catheterization and phase-contrast MRI results, which were collected from the same sedation. The latter enhances the confidence in the validation procedure as both velocity and pressure wave forms are available for analysis. A detailed comparison is presented for Patient 1. Figure 4 (left) reports the time evolution of pressure at MPA, LPA and RPA during the cardiac cycle measured by the cardiac catheter and obtained by CFD. In both cases, the pressure was phaseaveraged for several cardiac cycles. The systolic phase and the mean pressure levels are satisfactorily captured by the computational model. The fact that the pressure levels found by CFD are in agreement with the cath data and compatible with the MRI-measured flow split ensures that the global hemodynamic balances are being correctly reproduced. On the other hand, higher-order features of the pressure signal could not be captured by CFD as a consequence of the modeling assumptions employed, namely i) the vessel compliance is not taken into account and therefore the CFD reports no phase lag between the MPA and LPA/RPA; ii) the discrepancy in pulse pressures is attributable to the purely resistive boundary conditions and iii) effects due to the valve closure are being only indirectly represented through the prescription of the flow rate at the MPA. Further comments regarding the modeling limitations are reported in the Discussion section.
A comparison in terms of velocity profiles is shown in Fig. 4 (right) at a representative location. The plot reports the phase-averaged streamwise velocity along a line lying on the RPA phase-contrast cut plane, moving from the inner wall to the outer wall of the proximal branch. At a first glance the CFD results show significant differences when compared to the MRI data, which is however, due to the limited resolution of the latter. When the CFD data are locally averaged to mimic the limited MRI resolution the agreement is very good.
The comparisons for all other cases was also satisfactory and a summary is given in Table 2 , in terms of systolic/diastolic pressures measured by cardiac catheterization and minimum/maximum velocity over the cut planes measured by phase-contrast MRI at peak systole (note that pressure data were not available for the healthy volunteer). The discrepancies between the pressures measured in the MPA by catheterization and the CFD results might be due to the simplified inlet condition, which is based on a flat velocity profile. This is particularly true for Patient 3, who presented with pulmonary valve stenosis and displayed a moderately distorted inlet flow shape. For what concerns the velocity comparison, the peak velocities appear to be generally overpredicted by CFD. It has to be taken into account that the 3D models obtained via segmentation process are the result of a time average and are thus biased towards diastole. Therefore, on equal flow rate, the peak velocities obtained from the CFD results can be generally higher than those measured by MRI. For instance, the area change for the control case was rather high, 132% for the LPA and 78% for the RPA. It is also worth to mention that in most cases the peak velocity occurs in a very narrow region of the domain which most likely is not captured by the low-resolution phase-contrast data. It is however reassuring that the presence and magnitude of reverse flow was generally in good agreement between CFD and MRI.
Overview of Flow Features
The flow features were qualitatively and quantitavely analyzed by means of several diagnostic parameters. Instantaneous visualizations of streamtraces were used to capture the overall behaviour of the flow. The vortical and smaller flow structures were quantified via the Q-criterion [32] , which is the second invariant of the instantaneous velocity gradient tensor
where S and Ω Ω Ω are the symmetric and skew-symmetric decompositions of the velocity gradient respectively, and · is the Euclidean norm. Isosurfaces where Q > 0 indicate regions where vorticity dominates over irrotational strain, and are thus indicative of coherent vortical structures. The vorticity itself, ω = ∇ × u, was visualized with the aim of detecting shear layer instabilities and areas of separated flow. Helical patterns, i.e., regions of the flow in which the velocity and the vorticity tend to be aligned, were identified by both streamtraces and by means of the normalized helicity density,
which describes the local value of the angle between the velocity and the vorticity vectors and varies between −1 and 1 (left-handed and right-handed screw motion respectively).
An instantaneous snapshot of the flow structure for all cases is reported in Fig. 5 , which shows isosurfaces of Q (coloured by normalized helicity), streamlines (coloured by velocity magnitude) and wall shear stress (WSS) at peak systole. In all patients, vortical structures are generated in the MPA, especially on its external wall, and are advected to the two branches, forming helical patterns due to the alignment between vorticity and velocity. A transition to a chaotic, turbulent-like state is observed in both RPA and LPA of all patients. The disturbance intensity is clearly higher as the stenosis severity increases (see the Q-criterion in the RPA from Patient 1 to Patient 3), although weakly disturbed flow is also seen in nominally non-stenotic vessels. Conversely, the flow in the healthy subject is mostly regular and streamlined throughout the entire cardiac cycle, except for one vortical motion forming on the internal side of the MPA and also producing a helix that protrudes predominantly in the RPA. High values of WSS are visible at the sites of the coherent vortical structures, as well as at the bifurcations. Local patches of high WSS are also present on the outer walls of stenotic vessels (especially in Patient 1 and Patient 3) as a result of the flow being redirected by the stenosis and impinging on the opposite wall.
The transient mechanisms of vortex formation, flow separation and transition to a chaotic state in the post-ASO geometry are elucidated in Fig. 6 for one representative subject (Patient 1). Instantaneous contours of normal-to-plane vorticity are displayed in three slices and for three time instants: mid-acceleration, peak systole, and mid-deceleration (refer to Fig. 3(d) for the position of these time instants along the MPA flow curve). The first slice (left column) lies in a lateral plane and crosses the bend between MPA and RPA. The flow turns sharply within the bend and separates from the apex at the mid-acceleration; as a consequence, a long shear layer is formed which does not reattach to the inner wall. Near peak systole, the shear layer destabilizes and a turbulent-like flow is produced downstream, also persisting at mid-deceleration (see also Supplemental Video 2). A similar behavior takes place in the corresponding plane (not shown) crossing the LPA. The mid column of Fig. 6 reports a slice in an axial view, crossing approximately the centerlines of the two branches. In the stenosed branch (right), a shear layer separation and destabilization mechanism occurs, similar to the one described for the MPA/RPA bend, while there is no significant evidence of flow instabilities occurring in this plane for the left branch. Therefore, the vortical structures seen in the LPA are the result of the apex-induced separation mechanism described above. Finally, the right column shows a lateral slice crossing the MPA. It can be deduced that the vortical structure displayed in Fig. 5 is the result of the wall shear layer detachment triggered by the MPA curvature, forming approximately during acceleration, and tending to weaken and disappear during the deceleration phase. However, while in the healthy case the flow detaches on the internal side of the MPA and reattaches shortly after, producing a well-defined recirculation area, in the post-ASO geometries the shear layer detaches predominantly from the external wall, destabilizes and rolls up during the systole. As the flow turns into the two branches, the velocity field advects and elongates the vortical structure, while aligning with vorticity. As a result, helical patterns are formed, as shown by the streamtraces in Fig. 5 . The swirling flow is seen to travel within the proximal LPA and much more distally in the RPA of the healthy subject, whereas it quickly loses coherence in the proximal arteries of the patient, also due to the onset of a chaotic state. Additional information is provided by Supplemental Video 3 that shows the transient dynamics of these structures for Patient 2.
Phase-averaged streamwise velocity fields are reported in Fig. 7 again for Patient 1 at slices perpendicular to the vessel centerlines and for two time instants: peak systole and mid-deceleration (all phase-averaged quantities, indicated as . , were computed over six cardiac cycles). Instances of Dean-like flow patterns [33] are clearly visible from the superimposed in-plane velocity vectors. These secondary motions, in the form of counter-rotating vortices, generate within the branches as a result of the centripetal forces induced by the curvature [34] . However, the patterns are distorted due to the branch irregularities as well as to the curvature occurring in multiple planes. Phase averages of velocity fluctuations, u = u − u , and the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy, as k = u · u /2, were also computed. Contours of k are reported in Fig. 8 high as 25% of the maximum streamwise velocity) is present at peak systole in the distal pulmonary arteries, being only slightly reduced at mid-deceleration. The turbulent stresses progress from the bottom wall towards the upper wall, according to the separation and shear-layer instability mechanisms described above. Note also that the apex-induced separation roughly divides a region of reverse flow from a high-speed jet. More distally in the two branches, the flow loses any coherent pattern and resembles a fully-developed turbulent flow. Volume-rendered plots of the phase-averaged squareroot of turbulent kinetic energy at peak systole are shown for all subjects in Fig. 9 . In this representation, each point of the mesh is coloured according to the scalar intensity, and a certain level of translucency is added to allow for a fully three-dimensional visualization. The highest turbulent fluctuations occur in Patient 2, as a result of rather strong vortices detaching from the external wall of the MPA, due to the curvature-induced mechanism described above. In Patient 3, the generation of chaotic flow is predominantly caused by the stenosis, which is quite severe at the RPA: the wake of k departing from the inner side of the stenotic region is clearly visible. Finally, it is worth to note that virtually no fluctuations (less than 2% of the streamwise velocity in the proximal arteries) occur in the healthy control.
Discussion
This study illustrated the detailed hemodynamics in the pulmonary arteries of TGA patients after ASO, as compared to a representative healthy subject. The three-dimensional CFD simulations reported significant topological changes in the flowfield of the repaired arteries, mainly as the result of the peculiar morphology induced by surgery.
The characteristics of the pulmonary bifurcation were determinant shape parameters. With reference to Fig. 2 , the LPA/RPA angulation is defined as the angle between the MPA axis and the LPA/RPA axis in a lateral plane. In patients, the bending angle of the RPA was found to be significantly smaller compared to the control case: 103 • , 90 • and 80 • compared to 117 • . On the other hand, the LPA angles were similar: 114 • , 118 • and 108 • compared to 108 • for the control case. In addition, a significant decrease in the radius of curvature of the bends was observed for patients in comparison to the healthy case, for both LPA and RPA. The curvature of each branch is defined in a lateral plane as the radius of the arc that approximates the inner wall curve, as this turns from the MPA to the two arterial branches, see Fig. 10 . For the LPA, this radius was measured to be 2.7 mm, 5.7 mm and 11 mm in patients and 19 mm for the control; in the RPA, 4.6 mm, 3.8 mm and 5 mm against 19 mm of the healthy case. The decreased radius of curvature leads to an increase of the local Dean number, which is generally associated with complex flow features and transition to turbulence [35, 36] . In the present cases, the combination of the above mentioned geometrical features promoted separation of the flow at the branches entrance in patients, recirculation areas, and subsequent flow instability and transition occurring distally in the LPA/RPA. The chaotic flow was also prompted by the relatively high Reynolds number at peak systole, which in the MPA was as high as 4000, based on local flow velocity and vessel diameter. Arterial bends and bifurcations are known to have a significant impact on hemodynamics [37] , although much of the previous work has focused mostly on the carotid bifurcation, due to its strong implications on atherosclerosis formation. Apparently, the critical role of the pulmonary bifurcation shape on flow patterns has been only partially recognized for post-operative CHD geometries. The influence of the pulmonary bifurcation morphology on hemodynamics was computationally explored by Chern and coworkers [38, 39] for patients with repaired tetralogy of Fallot (TOF). Similar to the results presented in this work, they found separated flow in the proximal pulmonary branches as a consequence of narrow bifurcation angles. More recently, Zhang et al. [40] analyzed the impact of the LPA angulation in TOF geometries again using CFD, and similarly concluded that acute angles (less than 100 • ) are associated with adverse hemodynamic performance. While the curvature and the Dean number have been previously used by Hanna [41] to describe the pulmonary artery bifurcation, this is, to the authors' knowledge, the first study that recognizes the hemodynamic importance of the branch curvature for post-operative CHD geometries. Future work might explore the use of curvature measurements as potential markers of clinical relevance. Recently, curvature-related shape parameters of the aortic arch have been found to correlate well with indices of left ventricular function [42] .
The presence of branch stenosis was also very impactful on hemodynamics. In the patients considered in this study, the narrowing occurred predominantly in an axial (top) plane crossing the centerlines of the LPA and RPA (see Fig. 2 ). The position of the ascending aorta subsequent to the Lecompte maneuver causes the bifurcation to be U-shaped in an axial plane, in contrast to the Y-shaped bifurcation of the normal pulmonary trunk. A careful examination of the models (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 3) shows clearly that the stenosis is presumably due to the compression of the pulmonary branches from the ascending aorta; this is especially visible for Patient 3. Due to the LPA and RPA embracing the aorta, the internal walls can present with a change in curvature even without any significant decrease of the lumen diameter (see for instance the LPA of Patient 2 and 3). Previous studies also conjectured that the onset of pulmonary stenosis is supposedly related to the stretched course of the pulmonary arteries in conjunction with the compression of the pulmonary branch due to the high-pressure aortic dilatation [10, 11] . Typical features of stenotic flows were identified: flow acceleration, shear layer detachment and instability, and high values of wall shear stress both within the stenosis as well as on the opposite wall due to flow impingement [43, 44] . Most importantly, in the patients considered in this study the abnormal flow split between left and right lung was primarily determined by the presence of the stenosis. On the other hand, the simulations showed that the chaotic flow downstream of the stenosis was the combination of both the apex-induced and the stenosis-induced instabilities. An important consequence of this finding is that catheter-based reinterventions aimed to alleviate the stenosis could lead to only partial hemodynamic improvement.
Vortical and helical coherent structures were found in patients as well as in the control case. The dynamics of vortices and/or helical flow in the pulmonary arteries (and in the arterial system in general) is attracting increasing attention in literature, for the role of these flow patterns in both healthy and diseased vasculature, and for their potential clinical applications [45] . However, research in this field is hampered by the fact that these structures are often localized in space and time, and therefore their detection is challenging for the current capabilities of imaging techniques, which typically provide phase-averaged and spatially-filtered (blurred) flow fields [46] . In this regard, CFD can provide unrivalled spatial and temporal resolution and is thus a unique tool for the study of these complex flow features. In all the present results, vortical flow generated firstly in the MPA. For the healthy subject, the simulations reported the presence of a swirling structure forming on the internal wall of the MPA and being spirally advected in the RPA. This is in accordance with the results of Bächler et al. [47] , who found right-handed helical flow in the RPA in 15 out of 18 healthy volunteers. In the TGA patients, the flow separated especially on the external wall of the MPA, and either reattached shortly after, forming a recirculation region (as in Patient 1) or underwent a shear-layer instability, with vortex rollup and shedding (Patients 2 and 3) . The different behavior can be attributed to the modified MPA curvature taking place in the post-operative geometry. Visual inspection of the patients' models, compared to the healthy control (see Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 2) shows that the MPA in the post-ASO cases is flattened and stands in a more upright posture, losing its natural curvature. Specifically, the external wall of the patients' MPA presents with sudden convex-to-concave changes, that can trigger flow instabilities. The healthy MPA walls have instead a monotonic curvature and smoothly extend into the LPA, preventing the flow to separate. The change in morphology described above is supposedly a result of the Lecompte maneuver, which leads the MPA to be "straightened up" by the ascending aorta. The pulmonary trunk position (in relation to the ascending aorta) is also known to play a role on the flow patterns in post-Lecompte cases [13] . All the patients analyzed in this work had an anterior (central) position of the pulmonary trunk, a layout that was found to enhance vortical and helical flow [13] , particularly when compared to the spiral arrangement [20] . Based on similar fluid mechanics considerations, an alternative procedure aiming to restore the spiral relationship of the great vessels has been advocated by some authors [19, 48] , although the Lecompte maneuver remains the standard clinical practice [1] . The correlation proposed in [13] between the PT position and the vortical flow may be linked to the curvature of the pulmonary branches mentioned earlier in this section. Alleviating the RPA curvature to reduce flow separation and vortices might be an interesting input to design improved surgical procedures.
The modeling limitations of this work were primarily related to boundary conditions. The pulmonary valve was not included but rather a plug velocity profile based on the MRI-measured flow rate was prescribed at the MPA of each model. This simplification is often made in numerical modeling of the pulmonary circulation [49] , and is justified by the results obtained by phase-contrast data, both in past literature work as well as in the present study, that indicate mostly flat velocity profiles at the MPA. Additional simulations (not reported here) using fully developed Poiseuille or Womersley solutions showed that the fundamental fluid dynamics features reported in the paper were insensitive to the inlet flow shape. Purely resistive outlet boundary conditions were employed. Although more sophisticated models (e.g., the Windkessel model) are capable to take into account the compliance of the pulmonary vasculature and to capture pulse pressures, this study was mainly concerned with the topology of the flow field, in terms of vorticity dynamics and transition to a chaotic state. As such the use of resistive outflow conditions is likely to have minimal effect on the flow features observed in this study.
Finally, a rigid wall assumption was used in this work. Presently, the inclusion of deformable wall models for the pulmonary circulation is very challenging, primarily due to the difficulties in obtaining reliable data of the vessel wall properties. Although it is not trivial to assess the impact of the wall compliance on the results, prior studies [50] , indicate that it primarily affects wall-related quantities (e.g., an over-estimation of the wall shear stress), and has a lesser impact on the overall flow patterns. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the results reported in the present study, especially with regards to the comparison between diseased and control models are representative.
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
This study reported for the first time detailed CFD results of the flowfields within the pulmonary arteries after correction of TGA with ASO and Lecompte maneuver. The onset mechanisms of abnormal flow patterns were elucidated and linked to certain shape features of the post-operative morphology. In particular, the narrow branch angulation and small radius of curvature of the LPA/RPA bends were found to contribute to flow separation and shear layer instability; the MPA wall curvature to the onset of helical patterns, and the degree of stenosis to flow acceleration and changes in wall shear stress. Overall, the flow characteristics found in the post-ASO geometries contribute to decrease the fluid mechanics efficiency and increase the local shear stresses, and thus may correlate with adverse post-operative progress and long-term complications, which are currently unknown due to the young age of post-ASO patients. A thorough knowledge of these phenomena is thus of great interest for surgical design and planning, and for the long-term care of TGA patients. Future morphometric studies are warranted to analyze the recurrency of the analyzed shape features in a larger TGA/ASO population, to identify the selective contribution of the geometrical parameters to power losses, as well as to take into consideration post-operative layouts occurring in different congenital heart diseases.
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